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Abstract: This paper introduces a moored-type underwater acoustic array system recently 

developed by KRISO for experimental acoustic imaging of underwater environment. It has a 

sixteen-element linear receiver array and four acoustic projectors which are capable of 

transmitting separate acoustic signals in synchronous manner. Because each projector can 

transmit a separate waveform, the multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) processing as 

well as the transmit beamforming can be utilized to enhance the acoustic imaging 

performance. Mechanically, it adopts two-body design of upper and lower bodies where the 

acoustic projectors and the receiver array are installed respectively. Active buoyancy control 

units inside the upper body maintains the total buoyancy and horizontal balance when the 

array system is deployed in the middle of water column. Principles of the developed system 

are explained, and preliminary experimental results in large-size water tank are discussed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

In order to detect and classify underwater sound sources and targets, acoustic arrays are 
commonly used. Recently, many researches have been carried out on underwater surveillance 
using acoustic array equipped on remotely operated unmanned system. In particular, with the 
advent of low-power underwater vehicles and advanced machine learning technology, it is 
attempted to use the autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) for classifying underwater 
targets [1] and estimating undersea environmental information [2]. There also have been a lot 
of efforts to develop an underwater sound monitoring system which is usually installed on the 
seabed [3, 4]. However, most of those systems operate in passive mode and therefore cannot 
be used for active acoustic imaging without an external sound source. 

In this paper, a new type of acoustic array system developed by KRISO is introduced. The 
new system was designed to deploy acoustic array horizontally in the water column. Being 
equipped with multiple acoustic projectors and a horizontal receiver array, it is able to 
generate both active and passive image of surrounding environment from a designated altitude 
from seabed. It adopts the two-body design where the receiver array is installed in the lower 
body and the acoustic projectors are in the upper body [5].  

The main purpose of the system is to acquire experimental acoustic data for studying active 
and passive sonar imaging techniques. In particular, we are interested in target classification 
using broadband signaling and resolution enhancement by multiple acoustic projectors. 

This paper introduces current status of system development and the result of preliminary 
experiment recently performed in large-size indoor water tank. 

2. KRISO ACOUSTIC ARRAY SYSTEM 

The KRISO acoustic array system (KAAS) is a moored-type horizontal array which is 
deployed afloat in the water column. Fig. 1(a) shows the concept of system operation, and 
Fig. 1(b) shows the underwater platform of KAAS with acoustic sensors denoted. The system 
is powered by batteries in the surface buoy and is remotely operated from the mother ship via 
RF communication.  

KAAS has two-body hull and is designed to be neutrally buoyant in the water column. By 
placing the center of buoyancy above the center of mass, it is designed to have righting 
moment against heeling and thus sustain upright attitude. Inevitable buoyance difference 
caused by surrounding seawater density change are compensated by the buoyancy control 
units installed in the front and the rear caps of the upper body (Fig. 2). The buoyancy control 
units also help the system to be on an even keel horizontally. 

In the lower body, a sixteen-element uniform linear array receiver is located. The 
frequency range of the hydrophone array element is from 700 Hz to 12.5 kHz. The signals at 
the receiver array are sampled at a rate of 31.250 kHz. Sampled data are saved to the internal 
storage and can be retrieved via WIFI link at close distance or via communication cable for 
high-speed file transfer. The upper body has four Neptune T335 acoustic projectors whose 
useful frequency band is from 2 kHz to 8 kHz. Table 1 summarizes the technical specification 
of KAAS. 

Because the transmitters are capable of sending separate waveforms, the multiple-input-
multiple-output (MIMO) processing [6] can be utilized to enhance the angular resolution. In 
Fig. 3, the resolution enhancement of MIMO processing is demonstrated by a computer 
simulation [7]. It compares the performance of MIMO processing with that of the 
conventional single-input-multiple-output (SIMO) processing assuming the same transmitter 
and receiver dimension as KAAS. Two m-sequences of minimum peak aperiodic cross 
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correlation were selected as the probe signal and modulated by BPSK. The center frequency 
and bandwidth of the probe signal are 6 kHz and 4 kHz, respectively. The delay-and-sum 
method was used to find angle of arrival (AOA), and Fig. 3 shows the beam response for 
SIMO and MIMO processing. The result shows that AOAs of two sound sources at 0° and 

4.1° are well-resolved for MIMO processing whereas SIMO fails to separate them. This 
angular resolution enhancement is achieved by the extended virtual aperture which is obtained 
using multiple transmitters spatially separated. 

 

Max. water depth 100 m 

Hydrophone frequency range 700 Hz to 12.5 kHz 

Hydrophone spacing 12.5 cm 

Number of hydrophones 16 channels 

Sample rate 31.250 kHz 

Data resolution 24 bits 

Acoustic projectors Neptune T335 × 4 
Directional beam pattern (90 degrees) 

Projector frequency range 2 kHz to 8 kHz 

Functions Remote control & data transmission via RF link 
Pressure, temperature, attitude sensors 

Table 1: Specification of KRISO acoustic array system (KAAS). 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 1: The KRISO acoustic array system: (a) conceptual image of system operation and (b) 

system configuration of underwater platform. 
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Fig. 2: Buoyancy control unit installed in the front cap of the upper body. 

 

 

Fig. 3: Numerical comparison for the angular resolution of MIMO and SIMO. True AOAs are 

0° and 4.1°. 

3. WATER TANK EXPERIMENT 

In order to test operation of KAAS, an acoustic imaging experiment was carried out in 
large-size water tank in March 2019. A hollow aluminum cylinder of length 1.5 m and 
diameter 0.31 m was used as target. The shell thickness of the cylinder was 11 mm. Fig. 4(a) 
shows the installation of the cylinder target, and Fig. 4(b) describes the plan view of the target 
and array installation. Fig. 4(c) shows the setup of the target and KAAS in the experiment1. 
The water depth of the tank was 9 m, and both the cylinder and KAAS were installed such 
that their vertical center be located at the mid-depth. 

Fig. 5 is the acoustic image obtained from the delay-and-sum beamforming. Only the 
SIMO processing result is discussed in this paper. In the experiment, tone pulses of varying 
length and frequency were used as probe signal. Fig. 5 shows the result when the probe signal 
of frequency 3.5 kHz and pulse length 700 μs was used. Once KAAS is installed, the acoustic 
data was acquired twice with and without the cylinder target in the water. Using the data 

1 The sphere target in Fig. 4(c) was withdrawn before data acquisition for simplifying target scattering condition. 
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without target, we can estimate the reverberation-only signal and use it to reduce the 
reverberation in the target image. Fig. 5(a) shows the acoustic image of the original target 
signal. The white box denotes the range-angle bounds where signal scattered purely from the 
target, i.e. without any surface and bottom interactions, is expected. Fig. 5(b) shows the 
acoustic image after subtracting the reverberation from acoustic data of the target-existing 
case. Although the signals reflected from bottom and surface boundary at range 4 and 9 
meters and angle 100° are not entirely removed, the target-scattered signal relatively stands 
out, and multiple arrivals by the elastic scattering [8, 9] are clearly revealed in the box. 
Examination of all other experiment data over broadband frequency band from 2 kHz to 12 
kHz showed that the scattering strength is highly dependent on frequency. This will be 
analyzed more in the future. 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 4: Water tank experiment setup: (a) Installation of cylindrical aluminum shell, (b) plan 

view of experiment setup, and (c) photo of experiment setup. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 5: Acoustic image of the hollow aluminium cylinder: (a) before removal of reverberation 

and (b) after removal of reverberation. Probe signal is the tone burst of frequency 3.5 kHz 

and pulse length 0.7 ms. 

4. CONCLUSION 

A new moored-type horizontal array system developed by KRISO was introduced with the 
result of an acoustic imaging test in water tank. MIMO array processing and broadband 
spectral characterization are possible by the developed system and are expected to provide 
enhanced acoustic classification of underwater targets. Those topics will be studied further by 
sea-side experiment scheduled in the latter half of this year. 
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